
Introduction
• Welcome to WritingAssets
• Introduce me

• Frank Dillon
• Currently Director of development and project management @ Plainblack
• I've only officially been with Plainblack since May, however I've been developing
wobjects professionally since WebGUI's first release in 2001.

• Written more than 100 assets, wobjects, macros, and hourly scripts ranging from
small 4 or 5 line macros to projects that have > 10000 lines of PERL code

• Been developing with PERL professionally for almost 10 years
• I've worked with many other technologies which flavor my experience

• I've done a lot of work with JAVA
• Web Technologies

• Cold Fusion
• BroadVision
• Oracle Portal API

• Worked with a wide variety of Databases
• Oracle
• MS SQL
• MYSQL
• IMS

• I hold college degrees in both Mathematics and Computer Science

Class Introduction
• WritingAssets
• Class is part of a series which started yesterday.
• Assume you have some programming knowledge (not going to cover programming
topics)

• Assume you have a working knowledge of the WebGUIAPI.
• Yesterday's class covered this topic. If you didn't attend, you can still benefit, but
I'm not going to stop an explain API methods, etc.

• Assume you have a working knowledge of the WebGUI Templateing language (I'm
not going to explain them. I'll very breifly touch on what variables are important to
assets)

• Goal is to teach by demonstration, how to develop assets in WebGUI
• We have a lot to cover so I'll ask that you hold your questions until the end of the
presentation.

• This class focuses on Core Assets
• Wobjects, a type of asset, will be discussed in this afternoon's class

• Summary
• What is an Asset?
• Asset Anatomy

• The Basics (How to begin)
• Design
• Database Setup
• Asset Setup

• Pugging into WebGUI



• Setup
• Asset Construction

• Planning & Organization
• Modularization
• Object Orientation
• Error Handling
• Security

• Advanced Topics
• Overriding methods

• Asset Packaging
• Asset Installer

• Q&A

What is an Asset
• I'm sure by now you've heard the phrase “everything in WebGUI is anAsset”

• The Truth
• Application pluggins in WebGUI are Assets
• Not everything pluggable is an Asset

• Auth Methods are not Assets
• Macros are not Assets

• Two main types of Assets
• Core Assets
• Wobjects

• Two Types of Assets, Core andApplication Level Assets
• Core Assets

• Two Types of Core Assets, Functional and Sub-Level
• Functional

• Defined: A core asset produces something simple that has no style and can
be served up by itself

• Examples
• Images
• Files
• HTTP Level Functions

• Redirects
• Shortcuts

• Ask for additional ones from class to make sure people are catching on
• Sub-Level

• Defined: A sub-level asset produces a function of a larger process that can
be served up by itself

• Examples from WebGUI
• Events
• Posts

• Application Level Assets
• Application level assets inherit asset properties to provide core level
functionality to large scale applications

• Wobjects are currently the only type of Application Level Asset
• Wobjects provide an extended API specific to applications inheriting the



Wobject class
• Possibility for other types of application level assets?

• Currently there aren't any, but the hooks are in place should the need for one
arise

Asset Anatomy 101
• In order to demonstrate, we are going to construct a functional asset from the ground
up. You will leave here today with a production ready, and hopefully useful, asset.

• How to begin
• Basic Design – Ask yourself a few time saving questions before you embark on
writing a newAsset
• Is it necessary?

• Is there something already out there that I can utilize to do what I need?
• Check the user contibutions section on the plainblack site

• What do I want it to do?
• In our example today, we are going to be writing an asset that saves a zip file,
then extracts it to the folder it is saved to. A property in the Asset settings
will identify which item should show by default

• Can I borrow or resuse existing source?
• More importantly, is there an asset out there that has some of what I need
already written? If so, can I inherit those properties by subclassing the asset?

• In this case, the File application has some of those properties, so we will
subclass that object and take advantage of some of those properties

• What data do I need to store?
• In this case, we will need to store the name of the page which will be initially
shown (from which all subsequent collateral can be accessed).

• What should I call it?
• Since we are writing something specific for a collection of items in a Zip
Archive, we will name this asset ZipArchive

• Set up the Database
• Write create and drop scripts which create and drop your asset
• Assets require the following database fields

• assetId and revisionDate must be a join primary key
• templateId is necessary if a template is used

• Build an Asset Shell
• Declaration Statements

• Package Statement (name of the new package)
• Load WebGUI API moduels into your code with use statements (include
packages you wish to use)

• is-a relationship statement (This identifies which object to subclass)
• Add Foundation methods – continue building the shell by creating a base Asset,
including all of the foundation methods with some basic functionality. The key
to successful asset writing is proper setup. Some people like to skip this step
which often results in missing important methods which, although exist in the
Asset superclass (such as purge and duplicate) may not work correclty if you



have any collateral data associated with your application. I consider these
methods required at the onset. You can always remove them later.
• addRevision – method which specifies how to save revisions of the asset. In
our example, the superclass will handle this however for demonstration
purposes, I've included the method in the code.

• definition – this method is used by WebGUI to determine base properties of
your asset
• asset names
• database table name
• class name
• custom asset properties

• duplicate – this method sepecifies how to copy your asset.
• Method is called by www_copy in the Asset superclass

• getEditForm – called by www_edit container class to generate the tabform
on the user facing edit page

• getIcon – returns the location of the icons related to your asset
• For our example I've created two custom icons and placed them in the
extras/asset folder

• processPropertiesFromFormPost – called by www_editSave to process
properties from the form post.
• In our example, we'll use this method to deflated the zip file once it has
been uploaded.

• purge – this method specifies how to purge asset data from the system.
• This method is called once an deleted item has been removed from trash
for the period of time specified by the administrator. Any attachments or
collateral associated with your asset must be removed in this method,
otherwise it will become detached from the system.

• In our example, the superclass will handle this however for demonstration
purposes, I've included the method in the code.

• PurgeRevision – specifies how to purge indivisidual revisions of an asset
• In our example, the superclass will handle this however for demonstration
purposes, I've included the method in the code.

• view – called by ww_view container class to generate the main user facing
view of the asset.
• We can consider all the other methods we've seen so far as a piece of the
Asset Skeleton. This method, however can be considered the beginning of
the asset guts. It is from this method where the majority of the
functionality of your asset will develop from.

• www_edit – Web exposed method responsible for generating the user facing
edit screen for assets.
• This method has to be called in each and every asset you write in order to
properly set the help and title of the edit screen (something that could
easily be passed to the superclass constructor but for now is not possible,
or even be defined in the definition method. My hope is that eventually
this method will no longer be needed.).

• www_view - Web exposed method responsible for generation the main user
facing screen of the asset



• Although this method need not be called, many assets do not work well if
cache is enabled. You can override cache by passing a 1 into the supclass.

• In our example, we override the default functionality of the www_view
method in order to return a 302 redirect to the initial document specified in
the wobject properties.

Plugging into WebGUI
• Now that our database is set up and we have an asset shell, we can plug our
application into WebGUI. I think it's important not to get too far into your asset before
doing this. I feel it is much better to develop your asset visually rather than building it
all and hoping it turns out as you imagined.

• Make sure your Asset is in the proper spot
• <webguiroot>/lib/WebGUI/Asset/...

• Make sure your database tables exist
• You should have create and drop scripts

• Create your template(s)
• You can do this manually as follows

• In the Asset Manager, navigate to the Import Node
• Create a new template
• Enter in a title

• I usually try to name templates things I can remember
• Default Zip Archive Template

• If you haven't already created a Namespace, choose “Add New Value” and type
in your Asset Namespace, otherwise, choose your Asset Namespace (should your
asset require more than one template)

• Create your template (or paste it from a text document)
• Save

• You must create templates this way due to WebGUI's lineage system. In the past,
you were able to simply insert templates into the database, now the system needs to
generate some of the values.

• Later on, we will discuss how to do this automatically when we talk about
packaging. For now, lets just get the template out there so we can start playing with
it.

• Add the asset to your config file
• Restart apache (unless you are working in CGI mode)

Asset Construction
• Now that your asset is working within the WebGUI structure, it's time to make it do
something. This is where your design comes into play.

• Planning – decide where to put your functionality
• In our example, we want to extract the archive into a folder. Once the file is
extracted, we will 302 redirect to the initial page set in the wobject properties.

• We can't extract the archive until after it's been uploaded, so a good place to do that
is in the processPropertiesFromFormPost method AFTER the superclass method
has been called (to ensure the file gets uploaded properly)

• As you can see, the files are now able to be extracted to the folder the zip file was
uploaded to



• Modularize – break up large blocks of code, or code that will be used again into
modules. This facilitate in not only cleaner, more efficient code, but it makes it easier
for others to follow.

• Stay Object Oriented!
• Remember, some day you may want an application similar to the one you are
building. If you build it with that in mind, you will save yourself oodles of time by
not having to re-create the wheel. If you code with Object Orientation in mind, you
will be able to simply extend the functionality of this application to meet the needs
of the next one.
• Don't pass shared data.
• Do create getters and setters for shared data
• Don't re-created functionality that exists in another class or the asset superclass

• Since unzipping a file might come in handy somewhere else, I've made it into a
module that can be called by something else.

• Error Handling
• Make sure you trap errors which can cause problems in your application

• In our example, we should check for two things
• Did the client upload a valid zip file (zip,gz,tar,etc)
• Is the initial page set in the wobject properties present in the archive

• I've added in logic to make sure that none of this happens. Notice that the edit
page is returned telling the user what the error is. One of my favorite tricks is to
pass errors as function parameters.

• Security
• Remember, you are in control. WebGUI enforces page level security for the main
user facing views, but your application is responsible for itself. Since pages/layouts
in WebGUI are really just assets themselves, it is important to realize that your
application is a child of another asset. What that means is as soon as your asset
becomes the parent (ie asset focus), page level security falls away.

• It is important that each www method you write (besides www_view, www_edit,
and www_editSave) checks to make sure that the user has the proper privilege to
either view or edit that page using the canView and canEdit methods from the API.
It would be a grave mistake to create an extremely useful asset that is useless
because it has so security holes.

• This particular asset requires no additional security.

Advanced Topics
• Overriding methods – The Asset API is in no way shape or for the end all, be all for
assets. It is simply a guideline for building them. Whenever a situation requires
completely different, or extended functionality, by all means override the asset API
and make it work the way you want it to
• In our example, I've overrided the www_view method and forced it to 302 redirect
to an initial page which is specified by the user

Packaging yourAsset
• Now that you're wobject is working as it should be, it's time to package it up for to
distribute to the WebGUI community.



• A certain good looking developer in the community has contributed an install
package which makes it fast and easy for asset developers to package their assets
and for asset consumers to install assets.

• The asset installer is packaged on your CD.
• About the Asset Installer

• The asset installer removes the need to create install/uninstall scripts for your asset,
which would otherwise be necessary in order to properly install templates

• It additinonally keeps track of your asset version facilitating the upgrade process.
• The asset installer fully installs, or upgrades an asset if it was previously installed,
with a single command

• It eliminates the complexity of asset installation by doing all of the following:
• Creates or Updates all templates with a proper lineage
• Creates or Updates all database tables
• Updates the asset version table
• Updates the WebGUI config file
• Copies all files and collateral to the proper locations under the root WebGUI
folder (this will overwrite files without asking)

• The uninstaller does just the opposite
• It removes all templates
• Fully removes asset data from the database
• Updates the WebGUI config file
• Removes all files and collateral from the root WebGUI folder

• Using theAsset Installer
• Setting up the Asset Installer is basically creating a defined file tree, and placing
your files in the correct locations. The file tree looks like this:
• bin

• meta.wg – contains meta data about the asset including version, class name,
author, and auther email.

• setup.pl – generalized script for installing assets. This script need not be
modified and is capable of installing every type of asset.

• setup.sql – sql script which contains the assetVersion table. setup.pl will
create this table prior to install if it has not already been created

• readme.txt – a general readme file which explains how to install the asset to
users. This need not be modified and should be included with every asset

• uninstall.pl – generalized script for uninstalling assets. This script need not
be modified and is capable of fully uninstalling every type of asset.

• docs
• install folder – contains your create sql and pl scripts to be run if the installer
does not find a previously installed version of your asset

• template folder – contains your templates packages as text files with tmpl
extentions.

• uninstall folder – contains your drop sql scripts to be run when uninstall.pl is
executed.

• upgrade folder – contains your upgrade sql and pl scripts to be run if the
installer finds your asset previously installed

• lib folder
• WebGUI folder – contains a WebGUI root clone with your asset files in their



proper location. Including images, javascript, etc.
• Once the file tree is created, you need to modify or add a few simple files to have
your asset properly installed
• Update the meta file

• The meta file is used to store information in the assetVersion table regarding
the asset
• className – name of the class
• version – the version of the asset packaged with this installer
• assetName – the name of the asset
• authorEmail – your email address
• author – you

• Move your create script into docs/install
• Your create script should begin with create-
• You may also have a create-xxx.pl script to run any PERL which you deem
necessary

• Move your drop script into docs/uninstall
• Your drop script should begin with drop-

• Create your template files in docs/template
• Create you templates as text files ending in .tmpl

• Name them appropriately so they are easily identified
• Add the appropriate meta data to the beginning of your template

• The create script reads this data and uses it to add template properties
when they are created

• Meta data begins with a #, so be careful when crafting your templates.
Sometimes css files begin with this character. Just make sure there is at
least one whitespace character between the # and the beginning of the line.

• Template files are easily updated/readable. No more dealing with the
templates in the file system.

• Another caveat of the installer is that if you have already installed the asset,
and no upgrade scripts are provided, the installer will still overwrite the
templates (and the files in the filesystem so be careful). I like to set up the
installer initially sans the lib folder and use the installer to modify my
templates. It makes working with complex templates a joy.

• Move your asset and all it's collateral to the lib folder
• The WebGUI folder should mirror the WebGUI root folder, not the
root/WebGUI/lib/WebGUI folder

• Anything under this tree will be copied (overwritten if the file exists) to the
WebGUI tree in the exact folder it displays under.

• A note about upgrades
• To upgrade your asset, simply include upgrade scripts (both sql and pl) which
are named appropriately

• upgrade_x.x.x-y.y.y where x.x.x is the currently installed version and y.y.y is
the version to upgrade to. y.y.y should match the version number in the
meta.wg file.

The End
Well, I hope you've all benefited from this class. I'll take any questions you have in just a



moment. You'll find the ZipArchive asset fully packaged on your CD and ready for use.
Enjoy.


